Magnetic Targeting and Delivery of Drug-Loaded SWCNTs Theranostic Nanoprobes to Lung Metastasis in Breast Cancer Animal Model: Noninvasive Monitoring Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
In this study, we aimed to develop novel therapeutic and diagnostic approaches by improving the targeting of doxorubicin-loaded single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) to metastatic regions, and monitor their preferential homing and enhanced therapeutic effect using noninvasive free-breathing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and bioluminescence imaging. High-energy flexible magnets were specifically positioned over the metastatic tumor sites in the lungs. SWCNTs biodistribution, tumor progression, and subsequent treatment efficiency were assessed following administration of the magnetically attracted doxorubicin-loaded anti-CD105 conjugated nanocarriers. The use of high-energy magnets offered improved theranostic effect of doxorubicin-loaded nanocarriers, by magnetically targeting them towards metastatic tumor sites in the lungs. MRI allowed sensitive monitoring of nanocarriers biodistribution in the abdominal organs, their preferential homing towards the metastatic sites, and their enhanced therapeutic effect. Combination of noninvasive MRI to localize sensitively the tumor sites, with specific positioning of magnets that can enhance the magnetic targeting of nanocarriers, allowed increasing the treatment efficiency.